Customer review
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I am happy I received the set in excellent shape (code 269/magic). While I have not been able to test
it as I could
not hang the wallbar yet, all the parts of the set seem to be of an even higher quality then I
expected!
I am glad that I found and ordered this set when I did!
Thank you for your assistance during the process of ordering.
Geoffrey

2
Great quality product and service from Artimexsport, 1st class customer service and
communication. I would happily use them again and will be doing so in the future.
Ricky,
London

3
Had awful service from the courier who was meant to deliver these bars but great service from
Artimex. When the courier managed to lose them (!), they arranged to deliver them, themselves
from Romania and built them in my gym.
The bars themselves are of great quality and well worth the money despite being the cheapest on the
market i could find.
Highly reccommend the bars and the company.
Mark.

4
The wall bars are great (code 221). They did not come with any fitting instructions but we were able
to work out how to fix them. Very good quality and good value for money.
M Foulkes

5
We recently ordered some wall bars (code 253) from you as per below E mail. I just wanted to pass
on our thanks for excellent service. Delivery to my mums home address was so quick, within a
couple of days of placing the order and the product is of excellent quality, she is well pleased with
it.
Just to thankyou for excellent service.
Rob Swann

6
Dear Tautu Florin,
Thank you for the quick delivery which arrived today. However I was not allowed to pay the
delivery man; he said that the order had not been given to receive a cash payment. I did accept the
package and will await your invoice with Iban and invoice number so I can pay as soon as possible.
Best regards, T. Sattar
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Hi Florin
Delivery received!
The driver was right on time and very kind. He did a great job unloading!
Thanks
We will not hesitate for ordering in the future with artimex!
Kind regards
Arrow
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Dear Artimex Sport,
I live in Hong King and I want to buy a Wall Bars code 221.
Please send us the price
Regards
Paul Bart
Answer
Dear Mr Bart,
Thank you for your inquiry.
Price including shipping to Hong Kong is 380 Euro(412 USD).
Delivery via UPS ,5-7 days.
For other question please feel free to contact us.
Regards,
Tautu Florin
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Hi Florin,
Everything is perfect and arrived in A1 condition thanks again for all you help and I am sure it will
give us years of service
Kind regards
Rich
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Hi Tautu,
Thankyou, yes so far the bars are great, we're really enjoying them!
Best wishes,
Anna
Pilates Centre
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Hi Florin and Jeff,
Finally found time to email a few pictures and thank you.
You all where amazing and the product delivered faster than most American companies could do.
Also the personal service was impeccable and the custom adjustments.
Christiaan Leeuwenburgh, PhD
University of Florida, Institute on Aging, College of Medicine
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